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Abstract

A numerical study has been done through an Al₂O₃–water in a double lid-driven square cavity with various inclination angles and discrete heat sources. The top and right moving walls are at low temperature. Half of the left and bottom walls are insulated and the temperatures of the other half are kept at high. A large number of simulations for a wide range of Richardson number of 0.1 to 10, Reynolds number from 1 to 100, inclination angle of cavity from -90° to 90° and solid volume fraction between 0 and 0.06 are performed. The results are presented in the form of streamline, isotherm and Nusselt number plots. The influence of solid volume fraction of nanofluids and angle of inclination on hydrodynamic and thermal characteristics have been analyzed and discussed. As a result, it was found that the heat transfer increases with increase in solid volume fraction for a constant Reynolds number, heat transfer also increases with increase in Richardson and Reynolds for a particular volume fraction.

1. Introduction

Fluid flow and heat transfer in a cavity which is driven by buoyancy and shear force are encountered in a variety of thermal engineering applications [1–3]. Interaction of buoyancy force due to temperature gradient and forced convection due to shear forces is a complex phenomenon in mixed convection flow and heat transfer. Numerous research on this type of problem including the single or double lid-driven cavity flow and heat transfer involving different cavity configurations, various fluids and imposed temperature gradients have been published in the last two decade. For example, Sharif [4] conducted a study for laminar mixed convection in shallow inclined driven cavities with hot moving lid on top and cooled from bottom and concluded that the average Nusselt number increases with cavity inclination angle for forced convection-dominated regime (Ri=0.1) while it increases much more rapidly for natural convection-dominated regime.
Kandaswamy et al. [5] conducted a numerical study on buoyancy-driven convection in a cavity with partially thermally active vertical walls. They showed that heat transfer rate is increased when the heating location is at middle of the hot wall. Ghasemi and Aminossadati [6] made a numerical study on mixed convection in a partially heated square cavity. In this study, they kept the right wall at low temperature and move vertically either a constant velocity or with a sinusoidal oscillation. The results indicated that the direction and magnitude of the sliding wall velocity affect the heat transfer rate. In most of the studies found in the literature, vertical walls are considered to be isothermal in mixed convection flow and heat transfer in cavity. However, in many engineering applications, angle of cavity and the heater and cooler play an important role in the fluid flow and heat transfer, particularly for electronic equipment cooling. In order to understand the effect of cavity inclination and heater size and locations on mixed convection, in the present study we examine the heat transfer and fluid flow for a different model of this type of problem in a lid-driven cavity.

In addition, all of cited above studies were done for a pure base fluid without nanoparticles. Nanofluids are a new class of fluid consist a suspension of nanometer-sized particles (below than 100 nm) in a base fluid such as water, ethylene glycol or propylene glycol. Use of high thermal conductivity metallic nanoparticles increases the thermal conductivity of such mixtures [7]. Nanofluid caused an enhancement in thermal performance and a motivation for generation and using this new heat transfer fluid in building heating, in heat exchangers, in plants and in automotive cooling applications. Therefore in two last two decade, nanofluids have attracted more attention for using as coolant (working fluid) in various industrial applications. For instance just 0.3% volume fraction of copper nanoparticles with 10 nm diameter led to an increase of up to 40% in the thermal conductivity of ethylene glycol [8].

By a literature survey one can found that a few studies have been done on mixed convection in a lid-driven cavity for a nanofluid. Muthtamilselvan et al. [9] studied the heat transfer enhancement of copper-water nanofluids in a lid-driven enclosure with different aspect ratios and solid volume fraction. They confirmed that the addition of Cu nanoparticles into pure water increased the thermal performance of the cavity. Recently Abbasian Arani et al. [10] present a numerical study on mixed convection in a cavity. They conducted an investigation on the effects of Richardson number, phase deviation of sinusoidal heating, and volume fraction of nanoparticles on flow and temperature field. It must be pointed that the heat transfer enhancement by using of nanofluids is still a controversial issue. Ho et al. [11] and Abu-Nada [12] argued that the augmentation or mitigation of heat transfer reported in the published numerical studies is due to the variation in the models used to predict the properties of nanofluids. Thus, further Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) studies need to take account of more accurate modeling of nanofluid properties.

This study deals with the mixed convection heating of nanofluid in a square enclosure where the bottom and left walls are heated non-uniformly, right and top walls are cooled and pulled with a uniform velocity. These boundary conditions are typical representations of heating of fluid in a container where heat treatment is applied at the bottom and the side wall would correspond to non-uniform heating rate such that the heating rate is zero at a portion of the bottom and left walls. The cold side wall often appears in presence of cold outer environment and this cold side wall may also cause locally larger
thermal gradient. Convection patterns in such situation may be interesting and the studies on mixed convection with such boundary conditions are not yet reported till date. The aim of the present investigation is to provide a complete understanding about the physical insight of the problem, solution procedure using finite volume method and detailed analysis of temperature and the flow fields on heat transfer evaluation.

2. Mathematical Model

The schematic diagram of current study is displayed in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the physical system.](image)

It basically consists of a double-lid driven square cavity with side L filled with Al₂O₃-water nanofluid where the shape and size of solid particles are assumed to be uniform. It assumes that the nanofluid in the cavity is Newtonian, incompressible and laminar. The half of left and bottom walls maintain at high temperature, Tₕ. The top and right walls of the cavity are assumed to move in its own plane with a constant velocity, U₀, and at low temperature, Tₑ, that Tₑ is lower than Tₕ. Other portions of walls are adiabatic.

With this configuration and boundary conditions, the present investigation has done for the cavities at inclination angles range from -90° to 90°, Richardson number from 0.1 to 10 and Reynolds number between 1 and 100. The impact of mentioned above parameters on the streamline, isotherms and the average Nusselt number is discussed. It is assumed that the Boussinesq approximation is valid for body force term. Thermophysical properties of base fluid and particles are given in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical Properties</th>
<th>Fluid (Water)</th>
<th>Solid (Al₂O₃)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cₚ (J/kg K)</td>
<td>4179</td>
<td>765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ρ (kg/m³)</td>
<td>997.1</td>
<td>3970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K (W m⁻³ K⁻¹)</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β×10⁻⁵ (1/K)</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ×10⁻⁴(Kg/m s)</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>.............</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The governing equations are mass, momentum and energy. These equations are converted to non-dimensional form by using the non-dimensional variable that normally used in this type of problem. For density, thermal capacity and thermal expansion of nanofluid general relation for mixture are used. Thermal diffusivity, viscosity and conductivity of nanofluid are expressed as bellow:

\[ \alpha_{nf} = -\frac{k_{nf}}{(\rho \chi_p)_{nf}}, \quad \mu_{nf} = \frac{\mu_f}{(1-\varphi)^{2.5}} \]  

\[ k_{nf} = \frac{k_s + 2k_f - 2\varphi(k_f - k_s)}{k_s + 2k_f + \varphi(k_f - k_s)} \]  

The viscosity of the nanofluid expressed by the Brinkman [13] and the effective thermal conductivity of the nanofluid approximated by the Maxwell–Garnetts model [14].

The dimensionless forms of governing equations are as follows:
\[
\frac{\partial U}{\partial X} + \frac{\partial V}{\partial Y} = 0 \quad \text{(3)}
\]

\[
U \frac{\partial U}{\partial X} + V \frac{\partial U}{\partial Y} = -\frac{\partial P}{\partial X} + \frac{1}{\text{Re}} \frac{\partial}{\partial Y} \left( \frac{1}{\text{Pr}} \frac{\partial \mu}{\partial \theta} \right) \sin \gamma \quad \text{(4)}
\]

\[
U \frac{\partial V}{\partial X} + V \frac{\partial V}{\partial Y} = -\frac{\partial P}{\partial Y} + \frac{1}{\text{Re}} \frac{\partial}{\partial X} \left( \frac{1}{\text{Pr}} \frac{\partial \mu}{\partial \theta} \right) \cos \gamma \quad \text{(5)}
\]

\[
U \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial X} + V \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial Y} = \frac{\alpha_0}{\alpha_f} \nabla^2 \theta \quad \text{(6)}
\]

In order to investigate the heat transfer enhancement, the local Nusselt number defined as Eq. (7):

\[
Nu = \frac{hL}{k_f} \quad \text{(7)}
\]

The average Nusselt number are calculated over the hot surfaces by Eq. (8) by assuming a continuum surface of two heat source surfaces. Each heat source length is equals to \(L/2\). The total hot surface length is \(L\). The parameter 'l' indicates the differential length in direction of heat source surface.

\[
Nu_m = \frac{1}{L} \int_0^L Nudl \quad \text{(8)}
\]

The boundary conditions are in the following forms:

Right wall: \(U = 0, V = -U_0, \theta = 0\) \quad \text{(9)}

Left wall: \(U = 0, V = 0, \theta = 1, 0 < Y \leq \frac{1}{2}\)

\[
\left| \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial X} \right| = 0, \frac{1}{2} < Y < 1
\]

Bottom wall: \(U = 0, V = 0, \theta = 1, 0 < X \leq \frac{1}{2}\)

\[
\left| \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial Y} \right| = 0, \frac{1}{2} < X < 1
\]

Top wall: \(U = U_0, V = 0, \theta = 0\) \quad \text{(12)}

### 3. Numerical method

Numerical solutions to the governing equations carry out by use the finite volume computational procedure and the SIMPLE algorithm as given in Patankar [15]. The present numerical solution was validated by comparing the present code results and results of Basak et al. [1].

There is accordance between diagrams according to Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2. Local Nusselt numbers for current study (-,-,-) and Basak (….) [1].](image)

Numerical code was tested for grid independence by calculating the average Nusselt number on the heat source surface according to table 2 for two different cases. It was found that a grid size of 151×151 ensures a grid independent solution in uniform mesh.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grid</th>
<th>(\gamma = 0^\circ, \phi = 0.06)</th>
<th>(\gamma = 60^\circ, \phi = 0.0)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\text{Re} = 10, \text{Ri} = 5)</td>
<td>(\text{Re} = 100, \text{Ri} = 1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\bar{\text{Nu}}_m)</td>
<td>(\text{psi}_{max})</td>
<td>(\bar{\text{Nu}}_m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25×25</td>
<td>3.2272</td>
<td>0.1788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41×41</td>
<td>3.3178</td>
<td>0.1763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65×65</td>
<td>3.3978</td>
<td>0.1747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91×91</td>
<td>3.4070</td>
<td>0.1742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111×111</td>
<td>3.4180</td>
<td>0.1739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133×133</td>
<td>3.4283</td>
<td>0.1737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151×151</td>
<td>3.4363</td>
<td>0.1736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171×171</td>
<td>3.4395</td>
<td>0.1736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>191×191</td>
<td>3.4405</td>
<td>0.1736</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Results and discussion

Investigations through the cavity are made for the ranges of the Richardson number from 0.1 to 10, Reynolds number and nanoparticle concentration varies between 1 to 100 and 0.0 to 0.06 respectively. Cavity angle has a value of range -90 to 90 degree.

Figs. 3-8 represent the isotherms and streamlines for Richardson equal to 3 and nanoparticles concentration between 0.0 and 0.06. In all cases, with increasing Reynolds number, intensity of the streamlines and temperatures near hot walls increases and stronger circulation appears in the cavity. So the flow rate near surfaces increases and consequently the total heat transfer increases. Different behavior is observed by change of the Reynolds number. Buoyancy force at $\gamma = -90^\circ$ (Fig. 3) is minimum and movement of hot flow due to buoyancy force is in the same direction so that only a clockwise circulation is generated in the cavity. Only one circulation is observed in the cavity with the increasing of $\gamma$ to $30^\circ$ (Fig. 3 and 4) because buoyancy and shear forces are in same direction. At $\gamma = 30^\circ$ to $90^\circ$, Fig. 4 and 5, buoyancy force generates a counterclockwise circulation.

Since the movement of the walls generates CW circulation in the cavity, at high Reynolds numbers in which two above-mentioned forces become important, two circulations are generated in the cavity. The strength and the dimension of circulations near the hot walls increase by enhancement of $\gamma$ or Reynolds number. The buoyancy forces at $\gamma = 0^\circ$ and $\gamma = 90^\circ$ are the same but shear force opposes buoyancy force in $\gamma = 90^\circ$. Thus $N_u_n$ for $\gamma = 0^\circ$ is more than $\gamma = 90^\circ$.

By increasing of $\gamma$ from -90 to -30, Fig. 3, the streamlines become more intensified near the surfaces. An opposite behavior is observed at $\gamma = 0$, 30 and 60 degrees, Fig. 4. Temperature lines change for $\gamma = 90^\circ$, Fig. 8, at high Reynolds number because of the formation of two circulations in the cavity.

In Fig. 7 it is clearly observed that intensity of temperature lines for $\gamma = 90^\circ$ is higher than $\gamma = 60^\circ$. Buoyancy force increases by enhancement of angle from -90 to -30. At these angles, buoyancy and shear forces are in the same direction. Thus it is expected that $N_u_n$ increases by increasing of $\gamma$ from -90 to -30.

The bottom surface of heat source has more effect on heat transfer at $\gamma = -30^\circ$ relative to $\gamma = 0^\circ$. Also, upward movement of hot flows due to buoyancy force affects the temperature lines and streamlines near the left heat source (vertical wall), Fig. 6 and 7. Thus $N_u_n$ for $\gamma = -30^\circ$ is more than $N_u_n$ for $\gamma = 0^\circ$. As mentioned, the average Nusselt number decreases for angles from 0 to 60. The dimension of circulation increases for $\gamma = 90^\circ$, Fig. 5, due to clash of two moving flows created by heat transfer and lids wall. This circulation covers about half of the cavity. So for $\gamma = 90^\circ$, $N_u_n$ is more than that of $\gamma = 60^\circ$ in $R_i = 7$ and 10. At $R_i = 3$ and 0.1, $N_u_n$ decreases by increasing of angles because the contribution made by the natural heat transfer is lower than force convection.

In all angles with increasing of Richardson number, Fig. 9 the contribution of forced convection to the buoyancy force reduces. At angles in which the buoyancy force and shear force in the same direction, with increasing Richardson number, a stronger flow field is created in the cavity. Also temperature gradient near the heat source surfaces increases and so does the amount of heat transfer. But at angles that both buoyancy force and shear force neutralize each other, $N_u_n$ is reduced by increasing of Richardson number.

As it is shown in Fig. by increasing of Richardson from streamlines become closer to walls and thus stronger circulation is generated in the cavity. These
behaviors created by the interaction of the above mentioned forces observed.

![Stream function for partially heated side walls with inclination angle between -90 and -30 and Reynolds numbers equal to 1 and 100 at Richardson number 3.](image)

**Fig. 3.** Stream function for partially heated side walls with inclination angle between -90 and -30 and Reynolds numbers equal to 1 and 100 at Richardson number 3.

![Stream function for partially heated side walls with inclination angle between 0 and 60 and Reynolds numbers equal to 1 and 100 at Richardson number 3.](image)

**Fig. 4.** Stream function for partially heated side walls with inclination angle between 0 and 60 and Reynolds numbers equal to 1 and 100 at Richardson number 3.

Isotherms depict some curves whose center is in the left corner for Richardson=1. When Richardson increases to 10, isotherms are closer to each other near the hot surfaces and total heat transfer augments due to the enhancement of temperature gradient near the hot walls. The average Nusselt number diagrams
are given in Fig. 10 for $\gamma = -60^\circ$. It is observed that $N_u_m$ increases by the increment of Reynolds number and nanoparticle concentration. Also enhancement in Richardson number results in enhancement of $N_u_m$. Fig. 11 shows $N_u_m$ for all cases under study at Richardson from 0.1 to 10, Reynolds number between 1 and 100 versus angle of inclination and solid volume fraction from 0.0 to 0.6. The $N_u_m$ increases by increasing of solid volume fraction for all cases under study. While the cavity inclination varies, $N_u_m$ changes as mentioned. This change is very small for $R_i=0.1$, Figs 11b, d, h, because in this case forced convection is dominate and angle of inclination dose not effect on average Nusselt number. The value of average Nusselt number increases by increasing the Reynolds number from 1 to 100 in these cases, about 400%. Same situation has been occurs for Reynolds number equal to 1 for all Richardson number under study, Figs 11a, b, and 11c, f. The value of average Nusselt number is constant versus angle of inclination and Richardson number.

![Stream function for partially heated side walls with inclination angle 90 and Reynolds numbers from 1 to 100 at Richardson number 3.](image)

![Temperature contours for partially heated side walls with inclination angle between -90 and -30 and Reynolds numbers equal to 1 and 100 at Richardson number 3.](image)
Fig. 7. Temperature contours for partially heated side walls with inclination angle between 0 and 60 and Reynolds numbers equal to 1 and 100 at Richardson number 3.

Fig. 8. Temperature contours for partially heated side walls with inclination angle 90 and Reynolds numbers from 1 to 100 at Richardson number 3.

In this situation natural convection is dominate and for this type of boundary condition (constant temperature on bottom and left walls) change of inclination angle has no effects on natural convection. In addition Reynolds number is low, then shear force is small and when this force is opposite to Buoyancy force, it has no effect on total Nusselt number.

For Reynolds number equal to 10, 50 and 100, $N_u$ increases by increasing of inclination angle from -90° to -30°, Fig 11c, g, f, and k. By changing of inclination angle from -30° to 0° and then to 60°, as mentioned, $N_u$ reduces. Then by enhancement of inclination angle to 90°, $N_u$ decreases for Richardson number equal to 3 and increases/decreases for Richardson number equal to 7 and 10. As natural convection is lower than force convection, $N_u$ reduces at these angles at Richardson as 0.1 or 3.
5. Conclusion

This work focused on mixed convection (combined forced and natural convection) through an Al₂O₃–water in a double lid-driven square cavity with various inclination angles and discrete heat sources. In this study a number of simulations for a wide range of the controlling parameters consist of Richardson number, Reynolds number, inclination angle of cavity, and solid volume fraction were performed.

The results are presented in the form of streamline, isotherm and Nusselt number plots. The $\text{Nu}_m$ increases by increase of solid volume fraction for all cases under study. At low Reynolds numbers or low Richardson number, $\text{Nu}_m$ variations are very small and don't change for some cases at all. The value of average Nusselt number increases by increasing the Reynolds number from 1 to 100 at $\text{Ri}=0.1$, about 400%. For Reynolds number equal to 10, 50 and 100, $\text{Nu}_m$ increases by increasing of inclination angle from $-90^\circ$ to $-30^\circ$. By changing of inclination angle from $-30^\circ$ to $0^\circ$ and then to $60^\circ$, as mentioned, $\text{Nu}_m$ reduces. Then by enhancement of inclination angle to $90^\circ$, $\text{Nu}_m$ decreases for Richardson equal to 3 and increases/decreases for Richardson number equal to 7 and 10.

![Stream function and temperature contours for partially heated side walls with inclination angle 30, Reynolds numbers 1, 10, and Richardson number equal to 0.1 and 10.](image)

![Graphs of $\text{Nu}_m$ vs. $\text{Ri}$ for different Reynolds numbers.](image)
Fig. 10. Average Nusselt number at $\gamma = 60^\circ$ for various nanoparticles concentration versus Richardson number.

Fig. 12. Average Nusselt number at Richardson number 0.1 and 3, for Reynolds number from 1 to 100 versus inclination angle.
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Nomenclature
$c_p$ specific heat, J kg$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$
$g$ gravitational acceleration, m s$^{-2}$
$h$ heat transfer coefficient, W m$^{-2}$ K$^{-1}$
k  thermal conductivity, W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$

L  cavity height and width, m

Nu  Nusselt number

p  pressure, N m$^{-2}$

P  dimensionless pressure

Pr  Prandtl number

q  heat flux, W m$^{-2}$

Ra  Rayleigh number

Re  Reynolds number

Ri  Richardson number

T  dimensional temperature, K

u, v  dimensional velocities components in x and y direction, m s$^{-1}$

U, V  dimensionless velocities components in X and Y direction

U$_0$  lid velocity

x, y  dimensional Cartesian coordinates, m

X, Y  dimensionless Cartesian coordinates

Greek symbols

$\alpha$  thermal diffusivity, m$^2$ s$^{-1}$

$\beta$  thermal expansion coefficient, K$^{-1}$

$\theta$  dimensionless temperature

$\mu$  dynamic viscosity, kg m$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$

$\nu$  kinematic viscosity, m$^2$ s$^{-1}$

$\rho$  density, kg m$^{-3}$

$\phi$  volume fraction of the nanoparticles

$\gamma$  Inclination angle

Subscripts

c  cold

f  fluid

h  hot

m  average

s  solid particles

w  wall
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